autoqueue

- gets tracks/artists from last.fm that are similar to the ones you play and puts them in the queue.
- smart enough not to play the same artists/songs for a (configurable) time
- works pretty well in creating a consistent yet not wholly predictable listening experience if you have a large and diverse library
cross player

- Working for:
  - Quod Libet (which rocks)
  - Rhythmbox
- In progress:
  - Pytone
  - Itunes
  - ???
Features

● Local cache of similar tracks/artists

● Configure length of queue

● Configure duration of blocking tracks/artists

● Configurable ”restrictors”/”relaxors”:
  − Restrict so that I get only songs by artists that are tagged 'lowlands 2008' (easily create mix cds)
  − Relax so new tracks/favorites can be played more often
URLs

- autoqueue: http://code.google.com/p/autoqueue/
- other ql plugins: http://code.google.com/p/thisfred-quodlibet-plugins/
- barbipes: http://code.google.com/p/barbipes/
- thisblog: http://thisfred.blogspot.com/